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CHAPTER I

OORCDOCTICN

Xntrldu,torx Statement
Many people are dissatisfied with the standards of readinn in Britain,
the United States, and other English-speaking countries.

For over a century

there have been teachers whe have felt that the alphabet and spelling of
English is one of the main reasons why children have so much difficulty in
learning to read.

Printed words are only a kind of code for the spoken

language, and the vital thing the child has to learn in the early stages is
that the groups of letters on the page are signs which stand for the words
he has already learned to speak at heme. The trouble with the alphabet and
spelling which we use as a code for spoken English is that it is too difficult
for little children in the elementary school.

One way in which it is very difficult for young learners is that there
is too much for them to learn at the start. Children may learn the code in

two ways:

(a) they learn what the printed word as a whole means, and (b) they

learn what sound each letter stands for and can piece the word together from
the separate sounds. The usual English alphabet and spelling overloads the
young child whicheveT way is used.
If the beginner is trying to learn what the word "and" looks like in
print, he finds that it is not just "and", but also "AND", ..And", "&" etc.

If the child is trying to learn what the second sound in the work "by" looks
like in print he finds that it is not just•yu as in "by" but also "igh"
as in "high", "ie" as in "die", "uy" as in "buy", "ye" as in "bye", "is"
as in •island", "eye" as in "eye", "aye" as in "aye", "i" as in "rind"
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and so on.

Here are nine different ways in which this single sound can

be written--and there are many more.

Spoken English can he broken down into

a set of about forty distinctive speech-sounds, yet there are over two thousand ways of writing them in our traditional orthography.
The result of this great variety in writing the sounds is that the
letters of the traditional orthography alphabet often do not seem to mean
the same thin9 from one word to the next, and this, in turn, adds to the
difficulty of

t~aditional

orthography as a medium for young beginners learn-

ing to read. The letter •oa stands for one sound in "gone", but a different
sound in "done", and it changes its value twice more in "bone" and "one".
It is very difficult to break a code when the letters of the code keep
changing their value as they do in English spelling.
You might think that it can't be helped. That's just the way English
is spelled and children will have to put up with it, and their teachers,
parents and employers will have to put up with a quarter of the population
being poor readers until our spelling is put right.

But this is not nec-

essarily true. The damage may be caused by springing all these difficulties
on children when they are too young and too inexperienced to cope with them.
i.t.a. is based on the idea that you start with something easy for the
beginner and keep back the difficulties until he has grasped the general
idea of getting meanin9 out of print. This gives the ehild both the grounding and the confidence to tackle the problems of English spelling later.
In other school subjects we start with easy work first and then go on to
more difficult things later.

i.t.a. enables the same principle to be applied

to the written medium in the teaching of reading writing.!
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Purpose Rf .:th!. Study
In the last few years many studies have been conducted on the Initial
Tear:hing Alphabet.

The purpose of this study is to survey the literatul'e

and bring under one corner the currently existing information and research
data about the Initial Teaching Alphabet.
Description J?f

~

The following defini.tions are pert5nent to the understanding of this
study. Throughout this paper the letters i.t.a. will refer to the Initial
Teaehinq Alphabet.

Lower-case letters are used for the abbreviation be-

cause the alphabet uses only lower-case letters. Capitals are larger versions of the lower-ease shapes. 2 The letters t.o. are used to refer to
Traditional Orthography which means the letters in the usual twenty-sixletter alphabet.
Descriptien

.2f .:th!

Initial Teaching

A~phabet

The Initial Teaching Alphabet is a phonic writing-system used to teach

beg:i,nning reading.

In itself, i. t.a. is not a program, it is an alphabet.

It has forty-four symbols instead of the conventional twenty-six; each of
thP.

forty-fou~

symbols represents one and onlv one sound. The alphabet is

basically phonemlc rather than strictly phonetic. Twenty-four of the
forty-four symbols are the traditional ones; fourteen of the augmentations
look very much like two familiar letters joined together.

These are taught

to children as individual characters just as we all have been taught to
accept w as a separate letter inst@ad of two v's joined together. The letters
q and x are not represented.

maining phonemes.

The other special symbols represent the re-

The forms of the i.t.a. have been designed so that:

2w111iam D. Boutwell, "An Easier Way o Learn To Read--i.t.a.,"
P,J,A. Migazing, 59 {September, 1964), p.13,
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1.

Each symbol stands for its own sound.

2.

IndiYidual characters replace the conplex combinations of letters
used in standard spelling.

3.

Left-to-right sequence is consistently maintained. The beginning
reader does not have to move from right to left to decode a word.
Example: lien rather that line

The result is that whenever a child sees a symbol it is read in its

own meaningful way.

In our conventional alphabet, two thousand or more

visual patterns are used for the forty-odd sounds of English speech. These
two thousand visual patterns are reduced to only eighty-eight in the Initial
Teaching Alphabet. Therefore, once these forty-four symbols are associated
with their respective sounds, any word can be read by the child.
As for the problem of capital letters, which introduce a number of new
visual patterns in our traditional system, it doesn't exist.
larger version of a letter becomes its capital.

In i.t.a., a

Within the design of the

letter and its use as a consistent symbol are built other special considerations which reduce the differences between the appearance of the words in
the Initial Teaching Alphabet.
built~in

i.t.a. is a special

lea~ning

tool with

devices to make the transition to the spelling children will use

for the rest of their lives easy and rapid. This transfer to the traditional
alphabet takes place as soon as reading fluency permits. This may be any
time from six months to fifteen months after starting school, depending
upon the degree of his reading readiness at the beginning of the pTogram. 3

3r.h.i 5tory .If i.t.a,,

Inc., 1965), p.5

(New York:

Initial Teaching Alphabet Publieati.ons,

CHAPTER II

History ot i.t.a.
The seed• of i.t.a. were planted more than one hundred years ago in
1850 in England when Sir Isaac Pitman, schoolmaster from Someset, invented
Pitman shorthand which is phonic.

In deviaing his shorthand Sir Isaac ma4e a

close attdy ot the phoaic basis of English.

These notes were preserved and

came into the hands of Sir James Pitman, publisher and member of Parliament.

4

Sir James Pitman points out what everyone k9.ows--tbat our printed
English is phonically phony.

OUr stalMlard apelling is full ot "booby traps".

Unfortunately, our printed Eaglish became fixecl long b•tore lilljpliatic eXperta
appeared on the scene.

English spelling ia a poor job ot trying to fuse to-

gether soUDds from German, Anglo-Bason, French a.ad. other letters with Latin
letters.
Sir James Pitman had. no ambition to cbaage tbe stand.rad alphabet or
English spelling.

Reading hia grand.father'• notes, he wondered if the

beginning reader might not make better progress if the alphabetical sym'bola
could be made to represent exactly a!Ml distinctly the sounds uaeci in everyday speech.

To do this, Sir James didn't try to do away with our present

alphabet (except for two symbols).

He added symbols so that the reader

could easily identify the five different kinds of
ent "e'' sounds and

10

on.

4aoutwell 1 (September, 1964), p. 12.
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0"

sounds we use, differ-
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Pitman's idea was that the young beginners should use the simplier
and more reliable i.t.a. until they have become confident and fluent in
reading books printed in it, and that

th~n

they should

t~ansfer

their skill

and confirlence to reading hooks printed in the traditional alphabet and
spelling of English. The characters of i.t.a. and its rules of spelling
have been very carefully designed to make it easier -for child'.'ren to transfer
from i.t.a. to standard print.
He first called his new alphabet Augmented Roman because it was an
expansion of our present Roman alphabet.

Later, because the alphabet is

designed only as a stage in beginning reading, the name was changed to
Initial Teaching Alphabet.
In 1960 Sir James Pitman took his phonic alphabet to the University of
London Institute of Education. There the project was placed in the hands
of Research

Offi~e,

John

w.

Downing, a psyeholoqist with teaching experience

in erlueation and industrv. To make a test in the schools, books in i.t.a.
we,.e needed. These came from a number of London puhlisheTs.

Already there

are moT'e than two hundred children's books printPd in i.t.a.

With hooks

availahle, a pilot test program began in the B'T'itish schools under the
watchful eyes of 'T'esearehet"s. Classes using i.t.a. were matched with
classes taught hy traditional methods.
The fii-st large-scale pilot program in the United States be9an at
Lehigh University in Bethlehen, Pennsylvania in 1963. The First .American
project qot under way with the first American i.t.a. readers, the Early5
to-Read series by Tanyzer and Mazurkiewicz.
Starting with the Lehiah
Unive:rsity pi-oject at Bethlehen, Pennsylvania, the i.t.a. movement has
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fanned out over the country.

In 1966 at least seventy thousand students

in forty-two states are being introduced to reading with i.t.• a. according
to A• .J.Mazurkiewicz, director of i.t.a. Studies Center at Lehigh Unive'!"-

sity. That is forty times as many students as were studying i.t.a. in this
country in 1963, suggesting that the unOt"thodox import from Great Britain
is beyond the initial experimental stage.

In Lompoc, California, it is

now used with all first grade students whose parents approve, in secondary
remedial programs and in an adult literacy program.

Officials at San Quentin

State Prison and at Oregon State Penitentiary found i.t.a. inst:r.-uction sueeessful with adult illiterates when other methods failed.

In New York State

one hundred schools are cooperating in a program that uses i.t.a. in a varity
of ways--teaching first graders to read, introducing kindergarteners to lan~uage

concepts, helping emotionally disturbed children, and experimenting in

teaching communication to deaf, brain damaged, and retarded child~en. 6

6
•students in Forty-Two States Are Studying i.t.a.",
48 (3anuary, 1966), p.282.

fh1

Delti Kaepan,

CHAPTER III
Review of Related Literature
The use of the Initial Teaching Alphabet bas spread rapidly since the
first British research project in 1961.

Many

more experiments with i.t.a. have

been conducted in Britain and. several are being coDd.ucted in the United States.
Educators are anxious to find an answer to the reading problems of many
people, and they are hoping to find it in the Initial Teaching Alphabet.
Many educators feel tbat i.t.a. is helpful in reducing failure in beginning
reading, but others of them are skeptical about the advantages of it.
Sir Edvard Boyle ex:plained there was good. reaaon to think that slow
starters and average children would benefit most from the use of i.t.a.
Sir James Pitman commented tbat learning to read was the most important
foundation of education.

He believed that the new alphabet was sufficiently

established for the fact to be recogniaed that it was unfair on a child to
confront him with the li:fficulties of the traditional orthography when he
first went to school.

The burden of proof was now on those in education

to justify the traditional system, which violated the main teaching principles.
There were two hundred per cent better results at the end of two years in
classes using the i.t.a. compared to those using the old system.

Teaching

by i.t.a. bas important possibilitees for teaching English as a foreign
language and. Sir Edward Boyle felt that the Minister ot :Education should
urge its advantages on his colleagues.

It should also be considered for

prisons where remedial teaching already is proving beneficial.

-8-
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The initial Teaching Alphabet was designed specifically to reduce
the difficulty of transferring to conventional spelling later. There was
much evidence that most children read it

mo~e

quickly, transferred to tradi-

tional orthography easily and dropped the i.t.a. when the time came, as
readily as they had learned.

In Frank Zeitz's

7

a~tiele

tti.t.a. and the

~elow-Average

Child• he

stat.es that the i.t.a. is the most nearly absolute phonetic spelling of the
wo~ds

of the English language and rendeTs the child's reading world less

complex.

ThE" fact that each symbol has a "sound name: rather than a com-

plet.ely unrelated name, as in the ease of the letter"w", adds to the simplicity.
In i.t.a., as it is used by Dr. Albert Mazurdiewicz, Lehigh University

and Dr. Albert Tanyzer, Hofstra University in their Earlv-.:.tJ2-B..!asl series,
there exj st certain complex:i.ties.

Al though this is excellent for the average

and above-average readers, the existing complexities create some confusion
and chaos in the !Parning process of the

below-averag~

child.

The ideal system, the simpHest system, is one consisting of a pure
one-to-one correspondence between symbol and sound.
today's use of i.t.a. The following

ar~

Such does not exist in

examples of complexities, v:i.olations

of the pure, simple one-to-one correspondence relationship between symbol
and sound. They fall into three classes:

(1) one sound being represented

by two or more symbols; (2) one symbol eliciting two or more sounds; (3) the

including of silent letters.
The "c", "k", and "ek" produce the sound that is coovnon to cat, key,
7

Sir Edward Boyle, "New Alphabet Approved--Boost For Slow Starters•,
Times Education Supplement, 25~0, {April 3, 1964), p.850.
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and back.

The

"t'

sound of yard.
and "funnytt.

plays a triple role.

It may be sounded as the

It can soUJld like the beginning
~.

sound in words like "happy"

It may even sound like the "i" in the word very.

The "ir",

"er", and "ur" all repreaet one single sound, the "r" in the word rabbit
and rascal.

The "a" bas a split personality.

It sound.a like "a" in apple.

It is also used for the schwa sound., for which there is no i.t.a. symbol,
unless the "u" is used.

Using this "'a" in word.a like "al>ove" creates momentary

confusion for the below-average read.er.

The "t" sound. is inserted, although

in pronunciation it is omitted in words like "catch" and "watch".
sow:Jd. ia not a pure sound.
"y" and. 'bu".

The "ue"

In fact it is the combination of the two soUllds

The combinations of "o" and "r" 1 "or" and "a" and "r",.. ''ar"

produce the name of the eighteenth letter of the alphabet.

The "a" and "o"

produce the same sound..
The above complexities could be rendered. simple within the framework
of i.t.a.

Only

a schwa soulJd symbol need be added.

Further confusion is caused by the repeated. use of the "o" where "au"
is demanded.

Log, clog, am. soft are examples.

Using the British pronunciatiu to determine the i.t.a. coding of
words like "been" and "agaiut" ad4s to the complexity.
Dr. Mazurkiewicz alJd. Dr. Tanyzer are aiming •t two targets at the same
time:

the simplification of read.ing and the keeping of the i.t.a. spellings

as close to the traditioaal standard. spellings as possible. · This dualism
8
of purpose is the cause of many of the above-mentioned complexities.
Special attention must be given to the below-average child.

As the

existing i.t.a. is employed. to usher the average and the above-average child
8
Frank Zeitz, "i.t.a. and. the Below-Average Cbildlt, 'mle Reading Teacher,

19 1 (April, 1966), P• 516.
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child into Teading, so a completely simple one-to-one correspondence between
symbol and sound form of i.t.a. is needed to introduce the below-average
student into the eYisting i.t.a. The below-average child demands special
consideration, this simplification, if he is expected to succeed.

For the

below-average child the i. t. a. pronunci,ation should be as close to the
typical local pronunciation as possible.

As accents change from region to

region, so the i.t.a. for the below-average child should change.
There are two needs of the below-average child that must be met.

Firs+.,

a simple, pure one-to-one relationship should be maintained between symbol
and sound.

Second, the pronunciation of the printed word should he as close

to the typical, local pronunciation as possible. Compliance with these two
needs would create a means of introducing the below-averaqe child to the
present form of i.t.a. and on to the standard alphabet. CompUance with
these needs would result in simplicity, a simplicity that would offer
greater success to the below-average child. This simplification is needed
now, before i.t.a. is completely accepted throughout the United States.9
Highlights is Teachers states that the major p't'oblem with i.t.a. is

that it adds one more transition which the child must make; for soon aftel"
having learned the modified alphabet, he must learn the t,..aditional alphabet,
if he is to read many books.

So few books are written inthis new manner

that the teacher depends to a large extent upon experience charts and stories
she prepares with the children. This practice and the enthusiasm of the
teacher may bA l"esponsible for some of the gains reported,

~ather

than the

i.t.a. method itself.
The use of this program should be limited to carefully controlled
9Ibid., P• 517.

-12~~perirnental

situations. The results of some experimental programs will be

a'railable in the next few years when i. t. a. may be more aecuratel y and
fai-rly evaluated.lo
John DowninQ observed that several misconceptions about i.t.a. have
developed and felt that there was a needto clear up some of the confusions.
The first misconception menUoned by Mr. Downing is that i.t.a. is not a
method of reading instruction.

i.t.a. is a medium not a method.

Sir James

Pitman envisaqed that i.t.a. would be used by teachers following a look-say
approach as well as some who might prefer to start with phonics.
readers are

introdu~ed

When i.t.a.

the teacher should continue to use the read:t.ng methods

that she has used in the past.

The most papular misconception at

time is that i.t.a. is a systematic phonics approach.

th~

present

Not only is this not

true because i.t.a. was proposedas a printing and W'l'.'iting system for young
children whi.eh could be used with any method of teaching readlng, hut also
it is incorrect to associate i.t.a. with a synthetic phonics appToach be-

cause the majority of i. t. a. teache-rs in B:r.i tain just do not begf.n :reading
by the formal phonies approach.

Teachers in several of the i.t.a. projects

in the United States also do not begin reading by a systematic phonics
appToaeh.

Like their British colleagues they have :recognized that the

philosophy behind the reading-for-meaning approaeh remains unshaken either
by i.t.a. or by the i.t.a. research.

i.t.a. is a system of printing for

beginners hooks which may be used with any method.

More than ninety per cent

of BTitish teachers using i.t.a.have an eelectir. approaeh to reading, beginning with an emphasis on reading for meaning, through the sentence of whole-

10

,.Modified or Ext.ended Alphabet", Hj.ghlights f.m: T§p.CherSf. 1, p. 2.
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word approach.

Phonics generally was taught by most teachers, but not until

the second year (age six plus).

With i.t.a. phonics is still postponed until

after an initial look-say peried; however, the phonics teaching comes a good
11
deal earlier than with the traditional approach.

Mr. Downing says i.t.a. is not a scheme of forcing precocious readers.
It is true that reading instruction in the British i.t.a.

expe~iment

began around five, but this was not a special feature of i.t.a.

often

Beqinning

l"eading is nor.mally started at an earlier age in Britain. The truth is that
in the British schools using i.t.a., teachers have continued their usual
policy of delaying no pupil who is capable of learning rapidly and avoiding
12
any pressure on any child who requiTes a slower pace.
i.t.a. is not a panacea.
is at its beginning.

Gans says that the i.t.a. approach to reading

As yet there are not enough results from experirr\enta-

tion going on to warrant the extravagant claims that are being made for it.
<A'lly broad and longitudinal evaluation which yields reliable conclusions can

determine its permanent place in the t.eaehing of reading.

Professional

educators should disown any salesman for i.t.a. who tells parents that all
children will, at the end of the first grade, be reading at the thirdgrade level.

Quite apart from its cruel raising of impossible expectations,

such a statement would be unnecessarily damaging to the true worth of i.t.a.
The smaller but genuine benefit which i.t.a. seems actually to hring to many
children is great enough to make it a really i.mportant advance in the teach-

ing of reading. 13
11John Downing, "Current Misconceptions About i.t.a.", Elementarv
Enalish, 42, (May, 1965), p.492.
12
Ibic., p.494.
13Ibid., p.495.

-14While research reports do show that i.t.a. has brought most children
important advantages in their learning of reading and WT."itten composition,
they do not show that i.t.a. is a panacea.

It is always difficult to estab-

lish a realistic eriterion of failure in reading in young children, but a
reasonable estimate on the basis of some of our test data WQuld be that

poo~

response to beginning reading instruction is probably reduced in i.t.a.
classes to about one-third or one-quarter of what it is in classes where
traditionally print.ed materials are used.

Nevertheless, there are some

children who made a poor response even when i.t.a. materials are used.
Anothe~

misleading claim that had been made for i.t.a. is that any

teacher can use it .iust by learning the new characters in i.t.a. and by
investing in a set of i.t.a. readers for her class.

i.t.a. is definitely

not to he recommended for teachers lookin9 for an easy time.

The teacher who

wishes to use i.t.a. with her preferrPd methods of reading instruction needs
to make a consistent and conscious effO'!'t to master for herself the i.t.a.
and its spelling patterns if she is to get
students.

~eaLbenefit

from it for her

The teacher must prepare herself fully if she is to help her

children with i.t.a.

14

i.t.a. does not suffer from a shortage of materials.
publishers have been slower to produce 1.t.a.
British books available in i.t.a.

mate~ials,

Although American

there

a~e

many

Some educatoTs in Ameriea seem to be

under tha misapprehension that the _i.t.a. approach depends on about ten
books printed in i.t.a.

This is far from the truth.

Altoqether there are

about three hundred hooks pubUshed in i.t.a. and the number is g"l'.'owing
quite rapi.dly.

Another related misconception is that i.t.a. books are best restricted
14 Ihid., p.496.

-15to school use, and not allowed for home use.
Rritish Tesearch, it has been found best to

On the contrary, in the
p~ovide

i.t.a. books to children

outside school by making +.hem available throuqh book stores and the free
publi.c,'library servlces. 15
It is often assumed that i.t.a. is a phonetic alphabet with a one-to
one relationship between the i.t.a. characters and the speech sounds of
English.

Rut i.+.a. is not a phonetic alphabet because it is not desiqned

to represent precisely the sounds that individuals make in speaking Enqlish.
i.t.a. is an alphabet designed for teaching beginning

~eading

in any part

of the English-speaking world, and for this reason i.t.a. cannot be expected
to reflect regional differences of pronunciation.
standard writing system.

Like the t.o. it is a

When ~. t is understood that i. t. a. is a device

for g,..ading the difficul ti.es of the t. o. and not for

~iving

a precise rep-

resentation of any particular individual's pronunci,ation, a number of other
misconceptions about the characteristics of i.t.a. can be corrected. 16
i.t.a. is not the ultimate in simplificati.on.

i.+.a. does not reduce

the number of print symbols to the minimum required on a forty-one-sound
analysis of English.
i.t.a. is not concerned with spelling reform.
made it clear from the outset that i.t.a. is not a
reform.

Sir James Pitman had
~roposal

for spelling

If it were, then we should almost certainly want to introduce max-

imum regularity of symbol-to-sound relationship and to reduce the alternative
ways of symbolizing each sound to the minimum of one.
i.t.a. is not phonetic, not completely regular, and not as simple as

15

Ibid., p.498.
16 Ibid., p.499.
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it might be precisely because it is not a spelling reform.

i.t.a.•s pur-

pose is to qrade the difficulties of the English writing system for beginneTs
learning to read who will eventually need to transfer their reading and writing skills to t.o.

Therefore, i.t.a. is deliberately designed as a compromise

between the aim of simplicity and regularity for the beginning

and the aim

to ease transfer once fluency in i.t.a. reading and writing has been achieved-hense Sir James Pit.man's design of ehara(':ters and the rules -For their use jn
spelling during the initial i.t.a. learning period.
First rPsults from the British i.t.a. research proiect seem to show
that transfer is -remarkably easy in reading and surprisingly effective in
writing.

In i.t.a. classes in Britain, no matter which of several i.t.a.

basal reader series is being used, the transfer in readlng is simply made
by moving from the last i.t.a.

reade~

to a reader of similar or a slightly

easier level.

No attempt to mix i.t.a. and t.o. on the same page has even
been made in the British i.t.a. materials. 17
In particular, it should be clearly recognized that i.t.a. is not a
method of read:lng instruction to be set up as an al tet'na tj ve to other

methods.

No~

is i.t.a. a scheme for forcing precocious readers.

i.t.a.

is a way of gradinq the diffjculties in print in beqinners' books which
should aid all traditional methods.
available on the question of

t~achinq

At this stage, when no research is
methodology with i.t.a., it would

be particularly unfortunate if i.t.a. were associated with an outmoted
svnthetic phonics method or for that matte'.'!'." with any other method.
Also, i.t.a. should not be projected as easy to teach or as a panacea.
It is neither.

Teachers have to take trouble to master i.t.a.

themselv~s,
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and to learn to teach it properly.

We must not forget that although the

proportion of failures seems to be dramatically reduced in i.t.a. classes,
failures do still occuT.
A greater understanding of how human bP.ings learn and use language,
spoken and written, and of how the two are related, and what are the resources and constraints of each should be our aim.

The i.t.a. experiments'

most important contribution seems to be in helping to get people thinking
18
about these larqer issues.
WaTren G. Currs says that we should suspend judgement until more
research has been completed anrl the
points.

~ata

examined from a variety of view-

Premature judgements can lead to rash statements which cloud the

read issues and which compel teachers to take sides.
The i.t.a.experiments in Enoland are scheduled to continue until 1974.
Educators should carefully consider inte-rim reports from both British and
American studies, but should not at this time draw conclusions about the
full significance of i.t.a.
Several factors make early appraisals of doubtful validity.
1.

We do not know as yet the long-range effect of i.t.a. on reading
and spelling performance, and may not clearly see what effect, if
any, it will have until pupils who have taken part in the experiment reach fourth or fifth grade. It is entirely possible, although
present evidence seems to indicate otherw~se, that certain residual
effects may later act as deterrents to fluent reading and accurate
spelling. These possible effects need to be carefully weighed
against the advantages claimed for early reading achievement.

2.

We do not know as yet the extent to which the enthusiasm of the
teachers and the glamour of an experimental situation lift pupils
to higher reading achievement. We need to find out how well i.t.a.
expedites learning after the initial enthusiasm and glamour have

18

Ibid., :P• 501.
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worn off. The "Hawthorne effect" can never be completely eliminated in educat1onal experiments, since teacher enthusiasm in an uncontrollable variable. Of course, the fact that most of the experimental teachers have been enthusiastic about i.t.a. may itself be
considered a credit to the new system.

3. Although many children have made a successful transition to t.o.
without any apparent difficulty, there may be come children whose
mental abilities or psychological sets make it difficult for them
to discard one medium and to master another. Therefore, even as
an instructional medium for general use in beginning reading, we
will ultimately need more refined experiments to determine the
types of learners for whom it works best. We also need to know
the sort ot program in. which it functions best.

4. Too early acceptance is likely to bring about a sharp cleavage
between the proponents and opponents ot i.t.a. It educators only
will suspend judgement until more evidence is available, it will
be much easier to maintain a scientific atmosphere in which objective data can be weighed and sifted in the light of broader
educational objectives.

5. Another reason for suspending judgement on i.t.a. is the tact
that several significant research stuiies have demonstrated that
late starters tend to catch up with and even surpass in reading
ability those children who have received direct intensive reading
instruction early in the first grade or in kindergarten. This
is especially true when delay~ inatruction has been preceded by
enriched readiness activities. 9

Mr. Downing asks it there is anything wrong with the i.t.a. writingsystem itself.

The British report on five years of extensive research on

i.t.a. in beginner'• classes suggests that there is and that the next step
in research should be to improve on the original i.t.a. writing system.
Before giving more details, perhaps the context of this finding should be
provided on a summary ct the three main conclusions of the British research
project:
1.

t.o. is a serious cause of' difficulty in the early stages of'
learning to read and write. Thus English spelling is a severe
handicap to teachers and children in the English-speaking
countries of the world.

2.

i.t.a. generally leads to superior t.o. reading and t.o. spell-

19Jobn Downing & Warren G. Cutts, "The Value of i.t.a.", National
Education Association Journal, 53, (September, 1964),p.22.

-19ing by the eDd of the third year in school. In word recognition
the average i.t.a. student is five or six months advanced in
reading t.o.

3. The success of i.t.a. in improving t.o. literacy skills comes only
after a plateau or even regression in the growth of such skills
at the stage of transition from i•t.a. to t.o.
The success of i.t.a. ought not be belittled.

The difference be-

tween the i.t.a. reading of i.t.a. students and the t.o. reading of t.o.
students up till the middle of the second year of school is truely remarkable.

During the usual time of transition for moat children (end of second

year of beginning of third year) the average achievements to t.o. reading
i.t.a. students are not worse than those of t.o. pupils, and by the end of
the third year, the average i.t.a. pupil has regained a lead over the
average t.o. student.
These are encouraging results, but they are not good enough.

The

plateau or regression effect at the transition stage suggests that attempts
should be made to reduce this loss.

Improvements in teaching methods aDd

materials may help, but what is urgently needed now is a reappraisal of the
i.t.a. writing-system itself.

The goal of this new research should not be

confined to improving the transitional aspect of i.t.a.

It should also

determine whether the residue of complexity and irregularity in i.t.a. can
be still further reduced.
Perhaps the moat interesting result from the British research is the
discovery tbat children do not seem to be transferring in quite the manner
originally envisaged by its inventor, Sir James Pitman.

His i.t.a. char-

acters aDd spelling conventions are supposed to maximize transfer of learning from i.t.a. to t.o. once fluency in the former has been achieved.

He

based this on the well-known research fiDding tbat fluent readers use only
minimal cues situated chiefly in the upper pa.rt of the print.

Therefore,
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as far as possible the upper part of the i.t.a configurations of whole words
similar to the upper part of the t.o. configurations of the same words.

Study

of the errors i.t.a. students make in reading t.o. indicates that we need to
consider a smaller unit of processing than the top half of the configurations
of whole words.

The errors made by children after the transition stage

occur often in words which have highly similar conf'igura·tions 1 but some
misleading individual letter or letters in the t.o. spelling seemed to have
caused errors in the post-transition t.o. tests.

Further evidence of' such

proactive interference has been foUDd in McBride's research.

He investigated

the degree of difficulty with which children were able to transfer from i.t.a.
to t.o. reading using basal reading series.

The six most difficult words

contained t.o. letters which bad different soUDd values in i.t.a., such as
"these, age, huge, whom, fruit, magician." Therefore an important area in
which to seek improvements in i.t.a. is one related to these sources of
proactive interference in individual letters.
In summary, something is wrong with the i,.t.a. writing-system itself.
Despite i.t.a.'s success, both before and after transition to t.o., there is
clearly room for improvement on i.t.a.'s present design.

It may even be

necessary to evolve a new simplified and regularized writing system which
will eventually supplant i. t.a.

What is needed now is a series of experi-

ments to ensure that every element in whatever simplified and regularized
writing-system is adopted has been established empirically as the best
possible solution in the total complex of problems involved in making the·
needs of the beginner compatible with maximal transfer efficiency at the
20
later stage.
20
John Downing, "What's Wrong With i.t.a. 'l" 1 ~Delta KaPJ!n1 48,
(February, 1967),p.263.

CHAPTER IV
Review

~Research

.2f. i.t.a.

In September 1961, four hundred children in EnglaDd began to learn to
read with a new alphabet specially designed to give young children confidence
in reading through a greater certainty of success in the beginning stage.
In the reaearch conducted by the Reading Research Unit ot the University of London Institute of Education, attainments of children using i.t.a.
are being compared with the achievements of pupils learning with traditional
orthography.

As f'ar as possible all factors other than the alphabet aDd

spelling in the beginning reading books are being held constant in the two
groups of classes.

If' the reading attaimnents of' the two groups differ

widely, therefore, we may trace the cause to differences in the alphabet and
spelling.

The progress of the two groups bas been very different indeed. After
only five months the four- and five-year old beginners who were using i.t.a.
materials were significantly in the lead, and their superiority increased
as the months went by. By the end of ·the first school year the average
i.t.a. child was at Primer 2 of the reading program, while the average
t.o. pupil was still at Primer 1. Before the middle of the second year the
average i.t.a. child had moved to Primer 4 while the t.o. boy or girl had
reached Primer 2 level.

After two years the position was beyond Primer 5

f'or the average pupil in the i.t.a. classes as compared with Primer 3 in
the classes using t.o.
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The pupils learning to read and write with i.t.a. have demonstrated
great superiority in word building. For instance, on the Schonell graded
word reading test at the elld of the first year the average i.t.a. learner
could read nineteen test words or more on the i.t.a. version of the test,
whereas the average t.o. pupil using conventional print could read only
five test words on the same test in conventioDal print. At the beginning
of the fifth term

t~e

average scores were thirty-seven test words read

correctly in the i.t.a. group and eleven in the t.o. group.
This superiority of the i.t.a. pupils in not confined to phonic word.building.

They are also advanced in comprehension, accuracy in sentence

reading aDd speed of reading.
In the schools using i.t.a. each child makes the transfer to reading
traditional print when he illdividually is ready for this step.

In these

experiments a very few children have been transferred from i.t.a. to standard print after only two or three months, but most appear to reach the necessary level of fluency in i.t.a. during the second year of schooling.
Eighteen months atter beginning to learn to read with the new alphabet
the i.t.a. pupils achieved very superior scores on tests printed in the
traditional alphabet and spelling.

The children who began with i.t.a.

and later transrerred to t.o. have read the latter with much greater accuracy
and comprehension than children who have been learning with t.o. from the

beginning.

For instance, on the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability arter

eighteen months at 1cluol1 the average i.t.a. pupil scored twenty-three
for accuracy and eight for comprehension when reading t.o., as compared
with scores of nine and four respectively for the child who had been on
t.o. from the outset.

The i.t.a. pupil reads an average of thirty-four

t.o. words per minute as compared with nineteen words per minute for the

-23average child in the classes in which t.o. bad been taught from the start.
The results of giving the Schonell test in t.o. to both groups in the
course of their third. year has been analyzed..

The average t.o. score for

i.t.a. pupils was 34.4 as compared with only 2lt..1 for the children who
started out with t.o.

Thus a conservative estimate of i.t.a.•s effective-

ness for the average pupil is that i& saves one year in learning to read t.o.
The report on the first two years of the i.t.a. experieent stated tbat
creative writing appears to be much improved in i.t.a. classes, amt some
teachers claim that the stand.ard of creative writing has improved almost
beyond comparison.

These claims are at present Ullder objective investiga-

tion at the Reading Research Uai.t, but already nave some support from
Southgate, who has observed in her ilid.epend.ent stud.y of i.t.a. that there
is a great deal more writing which is spontaneous and correctly spelled.
B' the middle of their third year of schooling the i.t.a. pupils are
able to spell t.o. words significantly better than the ehil.teen who have
been reading and writing with t.o. only.

Although the spelling teat was

given in t.o. to both groups of children, forty-nine (fifteen per cent
of' them) of the three hundred eighteen i.t.a. child.ren bad not transferred
to t.o. at the time of the testing.
Although caution must be exercise4 in respect of the findings to date,
the results of the i.t.a. ex;periment in Britain indicate a fruitful line of
inquiry has been found.21
Albert J. Mazurkiewicz has summarized the British findings on i.t.a.
when materials are controlled.. Although all of the data exists in a number of sourees tae tolloving summary has been abstracted from the original
21
JoAD. Downing, "The i.t.a. (Initial Teaching Alphabet) Reading Experiment",
Reading Teacher, 18, (lovember, 1964) ppo 105-109.
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l.

Children learn to read much more rapidly when they learn Pitman's
i.t.a.

2.

Children can comprehend what they read much more readily if' they
have learned i.t.a. Twenty-seven per cent of' the i.t.a. group
have scores which would credit them with a comprehension reading
rate of eight years two months and above on the test, whereas
the chronological ages of these i.t.a. pupils were actually between five and one-half and six aDd three-quarters years. Less
than six per cent of the control group children were so advanced.

3. Children can read faster when their books are printed

in

Pitman's

i.t.a.

4. Children make more rapid progress through the reading program
in i.t.a. classes.

5. Children recognize words more easily after i.t.a. instruction.
6. Children read with significantly better skill after the transfer
from i.t.a. to t.o.

7. Children spell significantly better in t.o. after i.t.a. activity. 22
The first major project in the United States using the Initial Teaching
Alphabet was at Lehigh University in Bethlehen, Pennsylvania.

This report

gives the results of' the i.t.a. project in fifteen first grades in 1963-1964
and thirty-one first grades in 1964-1965 in the Bethlehen Area Schools.
All children in the first grade during 1963-1964 were considered part
of the project population. Approximately two-thirds of this population
continued to receive instruction in a language arts-centered co-basal reading program.

One-third of the stooents in fifteen classrooms located in

twelve schools from differing socio-economic sections of the school system
used the forty-four sound symbols of' the i.t.a. as the learning medium.

22
Albert J. Mazurkiewicz, ttA Summary Of British Findings On i.t.a.
Use When Materials Are Controlled", The Initial Teaching Al;phabet a:nd the
World of' _English, New York, The Initial Teaching Alphabet FoUDdatiOil, I9b6,
PP• 56-58.

-25Over forty per cent ot the i.t.a. population was in schools from areas
of low socio-economic status.
At the beginning of the school year 1963-1964 results of the administration of the California Test of Mental Maturity, Lower Primary, demonstrated that the difference between the populations using

dif~erent

alphabets

was small aDd not significant.
In late May, 1964 Form Wand in early September, 1964 Form X of the
Lower Primary level of the California Reading Test were ad.ministered to all
first graders to determine the degree of forgetting.
population had

made

Not all the i.t.a.

formal transition to traditionally printed materials,

but all took these tests in traditional print.

The loss of reading skill

usually demonstrated in the summer vacation was not apparent in the i.t.a.
population.

Surprisingly, the i.t.a. population had improved in reading

skill over the summer for in September 11.82 per cent tested at a 3.5
grade level or better in contrast to 5.37 per cent of the t.o. population •
This was a six per cent increase at the 3.5-3.9 level for the i.t.a. group
as compared with only three per cent increase at the 3.5-3.9 level for the

t.o. group.
In their secoDd year of formal education approximately fifteen per
cent began developmental reading instruction in a 3~ reader with the emphasis
on thinking and comprehension skills. Approximately twenty per cent were
still using the i.t.a. program, reading in books five, six, alld seven with
the majority in formal transition at the end of book six or in book seven
which is printed almost exclusively in traditional print.

The remaining

sixty-five per cent were placed in a developmental reading program at the
2
2 level. The students could distinguish long atld short vowels and consonants
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in the beginning, middle and final positions.

These skills are not mastered

by the average student in the t.o. program until the third grade.
In April, 1965 the teachers reported the instructional level of the
basal text used with groups in their classrooms.

Teachers who received

t.o. students bad been urged to move through the developmental readers as
rapidly as children demonstrated competency.

These second grade instruction-

al levels are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Second Grade Instructional Levels of the i.t.a.
and t.o. Populations as of April 15 1 1965
i.t.a.
t.o. read.er level

4-1

3-2
3-1

2-2
2-1
lat
Primer

t.o.

N~868

N=353

Percentage

Percentage

7.65
18.70
24.93
31.73
l0.48

25.34
38.48
29.72

6.22
.2~

100.0

total

i.t.a. reader level

3-1

2-2
2-1
1st

1.13

4.24
.57

-&
ioo.oo1' tota123

Spelling instruction was provided both as a group and as an individual
activity. As a group the classes investigated the spelling patterns aDd
individually children learned the traditional spellings for words they used

23

Rebecca

w.

Stewart, "i.t.a.--After Two

42, (October, 1965), p.662.

Years~,

Elementary

~lish,

-27in writing activities.

The children discovered traditional spellings by

using an i.t.a.--t.o.dictionary and their knowledge of the i.t.a. code.
In one classroom where it was necessary to combine the i.t.a. and t.o.
students, the t.o. children used this dictioDB.ry as enthusiastically as
the i.t.a. children.

The spelling section of the Stanford Achievement

Test was administered to both populations in May, 1964 and May, 1965.

The

results in first grade indicated that there was no difference between the
two populations in the ability to spell.

This relieved the consciences of

the researchers somewhat as it indicated that what parents had feared
about the detrimental effect of i.t.a. on spelling was unfounded.

The

results of the May, 1965 administration of the spelling section of the
Stanford Achievement Test supported the hunch which the staff had, that
these i.t.a.-taught children might be better spellers.
When one examines the compositions the first graders produced in i.t.a.
and a year later as second graders, several fascinating developments are

apparent.

First, the exposition is al.lllost always in complete sentences.

SecoDd. 1 punctuation appears naturally and correctly. All sentence patterns
are present and the range of vocabulary is tremendous.
Some children were not promoted in the spring of 1964 and 1965 1 for
no reading program in one

~r

can eliminate the effect of cultural and

verbal deprivation or provide a panacea for low mental ability or emotional
blocks. But all the children retained in 1964 were reading aDd writing.
In September they returned to first grade, but were not typical first-grade
repeaters because they bad retained what bad been taught previously.24
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This study included twenty-two pairs of students matched for sex,
age, reading readiness, and I.Q.

The i.t.a. group attellded the Western

Michigan Campus School while the t.o. control group atteDded the Kalamazoo
Public Schools.

The authors report that they have reason to believe that

the two schools represent similar socio-economic status levels.

The

authors report that teachers in the two sbhools were considered comparable
in terms of their quality, experience, and professional reputation.
The Metropolitan Achievement Test was the instrument used for evaluation.

The final test was administered in May of the school year.

Signi-

ficant differences in favor of the i.t.a. group were foUDd on the sub-tests
of the Metropolitan Achievement Test measuring Word Knowledge, Word Discrimination, and Reading sub-tests.

The authors also note tbat the data suggested

that instruction with the i.t.a. medium was relatively more beneficial for
boys in this study.

25

The study conducted in Detroit, Michigan was a report on an adult basic
education program. A total of forty-eight adults with a median
age of forty-four years participated in the study.
of household, and most bad two adult dependents.
family ranged from one to twelve.
thirty-seven were Negro.

All were married, heads
Number of children per

Eleven of the subjects were white while

All subjects were receiving public assistance.

The measured I.Q. range for the group was from forty to eighty-eight although
the

au~hor

reports that these are probably UDder-estimates of the intellectual

ability of the sample.

25

Formal education ranged from zero to nine years with

J.R.Block, The i.t.a. foundation report, Hempstead, New Jersey,
The Initial Teaching Alphabet Foundation, Winter 1966 1 P.4.
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fourth grade.

The median reading level was slightly below the

Nineteen ot the subjects were assigned to i.t.a. training.

The i.t.a. group used the Ear!y-to Read program as a basic set ot
materials.

This was supplemented by locally transliterated materials.

The t.o. control group used the

~Reading~~

ted with the Reader's Digest Adult Series and

Q!!! series supplemen-

the~

Laboratory, Elemen-

tary Edition, with additional supplementary materials.
The author reports that the majority of teachers bad had very little
formal teaching experience.

Teachers in the t.o. group bad somewhat more

experience than those in the i.t.a. group.

Records kept with regard to the

amount ot formal instruction in reading indicated that there was slightly
less formal readi11g for the i. t.a. gro1.ip than tor the co11\..ol group.
The Diagnostic Reading Scales was used as the evaluation instrument.
The study was conducted over an eight-week period with approximately seventy
hours of instruction in reading.

According to the author, almost all of

the students had made the transition to t.o. at the end of this time.
The subjects in the i.t.a. group whose pre-test reading scores suggest
instructional reading levels between

o and 4.o

scored significantly higher

in Word Recognition and Instructional Level as measured by the Diagnostic
Reading Scales than those with a similar reading level who used the t.o.
materials.

For those scoring above the fourth grade on the initial place-

ment test, the t.o. sample scored significantly higher than the i.t.a.
group in Word Recognition and IJldependent Silent Reading Level at the conclusion of the eight-week period.

The author also reports a slightly higher

absentee rate in the t.o. class as compared with the i.t.a. group. 26
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i.t.a. at the nursery school level.

This next report discusses

Miss Mason's School is a nonprofit,

coeducational day school for young children located in Princeton, New Jersey.
It has about one hundred and fifty boys and girls covering six years of education, from a three-year-old group tbrougll third grade.

Students come from

a widely differing :family backgrouDd.s; standards or admission are based not
so much on the child's probable academic ability as on his parents' genuine
interest in the school's philosophy.
i.t.a. was introduced to the four-year olds in the school in the fall
ot 1963.

t.o. was retained in the kindergarten and first grade because of

the familiarity the older children already bad with the roman alphabet, nemes,
sounds, and symbols.
During the last ten days of school at the end ot May, 1965, a reading.
test was conducted in which each child read aloud. from his current Downing
reader ard. 1 when his reading did not pass the criterion, he read from the
reader Just prior to his current one.

At the time or the testing, every

child in both the four-year old and kindergarten class was reading, with the
slowest reader being in the last one-third of Book 1 1 and the three best
readers beyond the Rev. (b) level.

The average child in the four-year

group was achieving at Book 3 level and the average kiDderprten child
at the Book 6 level.
Several conclusions can be made :f'rom these tests.
1.

There is considerable variation in achievement within the two
classes.

2.

All the kindergarten children are successfully launched. into
phonics, which is started at the end of Book 3.

3. About one-third of the tour-year olds are well started on
phonics, and have jumped far beyond the other me~bers of their
class who, while they are reading, are still at the point where

-31they make little use of phonic clues.

4. The good readers among the f'our-year olds are up to or ahead of
the average readers in the kindergarten.
The overall conclusion is this:
School, i.t.a. works.

These children are reading substantially earlier

and better than they bad with t.o.
well into reading.

For the children in Miss .Mason's

All of the kindergarten children are

And while progress has been slower for moat ot the tour-

year olds, all ot them are reading successfully and many ot them have advanc27
ed rapidly tar into the Downing readers.
In order to determine the feasibility of using i.t.a. as a remedial
reading tool, an exploratory stuly was started in February, 1965 with a
group of junior and senior high school retarded readers who had been identitied by school authorities

5s

potential dropouts.

Twenty-seven disabled

readers, in grades nine thrdUgh eleven, were selected tor this pilot program.

They were divided into .two groups, one consisting ot fifteen ninth-

grade students and the other of

twelve students in grades ten through twelve.

Because the proposed pilot program involved only a small number ot students
and only tor approximately four months, it was not possible to conduct a
controlled. study.
Although the following·i.t.a. study was intended to be exploratory and
not a controlled experiment yielding statistical results, a subjective evaluation
seemed possible baaed on the observations ot the teachers and reaearchers.
1.

27

Diaabled readers at the secondary level having major deficiencies
in word-recognition skills were able to master quickly the characters of the Initial Teaching Alphabet after only six or seven
sessions. The relatively short period required. to teach the alphabet
was probably due to the fact that the students already poa•eased
some reading ability in t.o., and consequently were familiar with

F. Mary Mason, "i.t.a. At M ss Mason's School--Nur•ery Level",
The Initial Teaching Alphabet and The World of English, Albert J. Mazurkiewicz, New York, The Initial Teaching Alphabet Foundation, 1966, pp. 146-149.
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same as letters in the conventio:nal alphabet.
2.

After the students bad learned the forty-tour i.t.a. characters
alld had caught the concept of blending soUllds into words, they
became capable of reading material of successively higher levels
of readability.

3. Students seemed to show more positive attitudes toward learning
and greater interest in reading magazines, books, 8.Dd newspapers
than they bad previously shown before the project began. Students
reported that they read more frequently and widely than they bad
prior to the beginning of the project.

4. Teachers in other subject matter areas reported a general improvement in the students' classroom performance aDd better work habits.

5. Because of the greater confidence that students

had in attacking
new words and in mastering the printed code, they seemed to attend
more closely to word parts rather than reverting to faulty habits
which they had acquired in t.o. reading, wuch as omitting an unfamiliar word or guessing widely at it, using contigurational or
context clues as a basis for analysis. Students demonstrated persistence in working out the pronunciation of new words as a result
of their i.t.a. training.

6.

Teachers noted that they could devote more time to the developmental of comprehension and interpreta"l.lon Sl~llls after the stulents
bad developed a degree of competence in learning the mechanical
skills of reading.

7. There was little evidence to indicate that comprehension suffered
as a result of the i.t.a. training.

8. Teachers observed that stu:lents were more confident as a result of
their successful achievement. As one student was reported to have
said, "No woDder I never learned to read before, they gave me the
wrong alphabet!" No longer did this student feel that the caus..e of
his failure was his inability to learn.

9.

The Initial Teaching Alphabet was apparently an important motivat ion factor in this exploratory study axXl, no doubt, its appearnace
of novelty contributed in some degree to the success of the students.
Students could not associate learning in i.t.a. with previous failure and frustration which they may have experienced while learning
to read in t.o.

10.

The consistency of the i.t.a. medium significantly reduces the remedial readers' burden in mastering the mechanical skills of reading.

11.

Students reported that they were not disturbed or confused by
seeing words written in the conventional alphabet during the
training period when they were being instructed with i.t.a.

-33It would appear tbat this exploratory program to determine the effects

ot i.t.a. on the reading improvement of disabled readers at the secondary
level, who were having major word-recognition problems, suggests that i.t.a.
is a promising resource tor remedial instruction.

Whether i.t.a. would be

beneficial with individuals who have little or no word-perception difficulties,
but who were primarily deficient in comprehension and vocabulary skills,
28
was not explored in this atudy.
The study in Oakland County, Michigan involved nine hundred five students
in twelve school diatricts.

Approximately one-third were assigned. to each

of the three experimental groups, i.t.a., language arts, and basic readers.

Subjects were grouped homogeniously and matched tor socio-economic background and I.Q.
The i.t.a. group used the Downing Reading Series with additional library
corner books.

The Language Arts Group followed with some variations with

the Language-Experience model developed in San Diego, California, uaing t.o.

Mr. Haha reports that books authored by children, tir1t dictated to the
teacher, provided the beginning reading material.
Little Owl Books.
Durrell.

Teachers used

~

Speech t_£

This was supplemented' by

~

Phonics, by Murphy and

Control groups used a Basal Reader Series which the teachers had

not tried before.

This was supplemented

by~

Speech

~Print

Phonies.

Teachers were selected by district• on the basis of teaching ability
and experience.

The average teacher had taught seven years and had some

work beyond a bachelor'• degree.

According to Hahn, all thirty-six teachers

were given equal opportunity for intensive in-service training, were released

28
Harold J. Tanyzer, "Using i.t.a. With Disabled. Reaiers At 'Ebe Secondary
Level", The Initial Teaching Alphabet am!!!!_ World of English, Albert J •
.Mazurkiewicz, New York, The Initial Teaching Alphabet Foundation, 1966, pp.166-169.
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to share promising practices and to work with

visitin~

consultants, had

access to a reading Tesource person, and received personal recognition for
acromplishments in this

si:ud~.

Each teache,.. was asked to employ a rela-

tively unf amilar readin'] program in an effort to pal"tially control for +he
Hawthorne effect.
Several tests were administered for evaluation of the study. The
Stanford Achievement Test and the San Diego County Reading Attitude test
were used.
we~e

Suh-groups of fifty-five children from each of the three groups

selected randomly and administered the Gil.more Oral Reading Scale, the

Fry Word List, and The r,ates Word List and the Karlsen Word List.
tion took plare in May of the school vea"'.'.
eiqhtl~ pe~

At this point, Rahn report.s

cent of the i.t.a. class had made the transition to t.o.

Both the i.t.a. and the Languaqe Arts
than the basal reader series
f or~

Final evalua-

Achievement Test.

~roup

g~oup

scored significantly higher

on t.he Word Reading sub-test of t.he Stan-

Further, the Languaae Arts groups anri the basal read-

e,.. systems scored significantly higher than the 1.t.a. group in spelling, hut
when

i.t.a.spellin~s

were accepted there was no siQnifieant

differen~e.

No

significant differenees were obtained on Paragraph Meaning, Vocabulary, or
Word Study sub-tests, nor were diffeTences observed on the Arithmetic subtest.

In the sub-samples of fifty-five children, no significant differences

we're found on the nnmore scales or on the OaT'lsen Wo"'d List. The i.t.a.
children recognized significantly more words on both the Fry and Gates

Word Lists than the other groups.

No significant differences were found with

the San Diego Reading Attitude Test.

No statistical analysis was made of writing ability, although the study
conclunes that both the i.t.a. and the Language Arts groups wrote freely and
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extensively throughout most of the school year.

Mr. Hahn noted that it

appeared that time for writing was rnore 'restricted in the basic 'reader
approach, and less writing was evident.

29

A total of three hundred sixty-five first-grade readers in New Castle,
Pennsylvania

we~e

assigned randomly to one of four different reading methods.

The four gl"oups used the following sets of materials:

The basic t.o.

control group used the Scott, Foresman series; a second t.o. group used the
Scott, Foresman -readeTs supplemented with Phoni.cs .illSi .!fWl Pow@r; a t.hird
t.o. group used the Lippincott Readers (a phonics-oriented app,.oach).

i.t.a. group used the

~-.12-~

The

series.

Teachers volunteered for the study and, in general, were assigned to
the pal"ticular group they indicated as their first choice. Teachers were
matched on the Hayes Teacher Rating scale for competency.

All teachers

received a three-day in-service training proaram supplemented by equal
amounts of tr.aining during the period of the stuny.

All received

app~oxi-

mately equal attention and assistance in a partial attempt to balance the
Hawthorne effect.
The Stanford Achievement Test was administered to the total group.
A random sample of thirty students from each group also received the Gilmore
Oral Reading Test, the Gates Word Pronounciation Test and the F-ry 0.ral Read-

ing Test.

Final tests were

instruction.

administe~ed

after one hundred forty days of

At this point seventy-four per cent ·of the i.t.a. group had

made 'the transition to t.o.
Hayes divided his subjects into three I.Q. groups.

In the high third,

the i.t.a. and Lippincott groups seored significantly higher than the two
29

J.R. Block, The i.t.a. foundation report, p.9.
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o+he:r 0"'0Ups on hoth the Fry and Gates Word lists.
group

s~O'r'erl

Further, the i.t.a.

significantly hiqher than other qroups on the Gilmore Oral

Rearling Test.

On

the Stanfo,..d Ar:hie':,ement TP.st, the Lippincott and i.+.a.

means were significantly M.gher than t.he other t.wo gr-oups on thP. sllh-tests
of Word Readin0 and Paragraph Meaning and Word Study Skills.
noted that no

eompa~isons

Mr. Hayes

were made in Spelling foT.' i.t.a. since the con-

clusions would vary depending on whether or not spelling in i.t.a. was counted
as correct.
For the a11erage I.Q. third, i.t.a. and Lippincott g,..oups usually showed
higher silent achievement.
rantly

highe~

than Scot+,

The Lippincott and i.t.a. scores weT.'e signifiFores~an

Meaning and Wo:rrl Study Skills.

and Phonics and Word Power scores on Word

On Pa"'.'agraph Meaning, the Lippincott and

i.+.• a.

scores were significantly higher than the Phonics and Word Powe,.. with the
i.+.a. group usually highest in OT'al achievement.
Fo:r the low I.Q. third, the i.t.a. score was qenerally highest in botl'l
silent and oral achievement.

In Word Reading, the i.t.a. mean was signifi-

cant.ly hiqher than the means for the Phonics and Word Power, Scott, Foresman,
and Lippincott groups.

The i.t.a. g:roup scored significantly highe,.. than

Lippincott in Word Study Skills.

On the Fry list, the Lippincott and i.t.a.

groups had signi-t=ieantly higher means than the Scott, FoT"esman and Phonics
and Wcrrd Powe-r.

The i.+.• a. mean was significantly highe,.. on the Gates list

than the Phonics and Woi-ri

Powe~

mean.

~o

Of t.he one hundred sewmty-n:lne Hrst=yrade children in the Clea,.._

field, Pennsylvani.a area included in the study, ninety-five were in i.t.a.
classes while eighty-f om.· we.,-e in +.he t. o. cont7'ol group.

Students were
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matched for mean I.Q. level.
The i.t.a. group used the
f o.,. the

Earlv-.1Q-~

series. The reading materials

control qroup weTP refel"red to as a basal :reading series supple-

mented with language arts experiences and supplementary reading from cobasal series.
The California Reariing Test was the instrument used for evaluation.
In addition, teachel"-determined instructional levels we:re used in the evaluation.

Evaluation instruments were administered in May of the academic sehool

yea~.

No data is presented indicating thP. percentage of stunents who hao

~ade

the transition to t.o.
The i.t.a. group scored higher but not significantly so on the Compre-

hension and Vocabulary sub-tests as well as on the total reading score on
the Calif oTnia Reading Test.

According to the teacher-determined instruction-

al levels, eighty-nine per cent of the i.t.a. group were at the second grade
reading level or above whHe no students in the control group were rated as
performing at this level.

In terms of subjective evaluation, especially with slow students there
was a euccess factor evident that is not normally found in t.o.

progTams~

These children raadily worked in the materials and with the teacher. The
attention span and work habits

of

the children were excellent.

Many of the

former seat work activities used by these teachers when using t.o. matPrials
!'."'ave way to expressive woTk of a more mature naturl!'.

Rather than finding a classroom divided into three reading

~roups

with

approximatelv one-third of the class in each group, there was from fifty to
sixty per cant of the pupils performing in the first 9T'Ollp, twenty-five to

thi:rty per cent in the middle group, and ten to twenty per cent. in the slowest
group. Careful evaluation of these groups

indi~ated

-that they were progressing
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saHsfactoT."ily and that, in addiH.on to mas+e,..ing symbols and sounds, they
were developing reading habits +.hat enabled them to unders+-and and
p~et

.

their rP.adi ng experiences.

inte~-

31

The subjects of this next study were nine hundred eighty firs+.-g!'ade
students of Wat.eT"ford TownsMp School System, Ponti.at:, Michigan.
data is

p~esented

classes.

Final

on twenty-one i.t.a. classes and twenty-one control

Some evaluation instTuments were administered to randomly selected

gToups of five children from each class.
The evaluaUon instrwnents used were the Writing-Spelling Test, the
~otell

Reading Inventory, and a twenty-two-word spelling test. The Writing-

SpelHng. Test involved askinq

th~

children to write on thP topic ttwhat I do

to have fun ... Writing time permitted was six minutes.

All instruments appear-

ed to have been sc0'.1:'ed according te t.o. standards; however, this is not spec;fically stated in the report. Tests were
demic year.

administe~ed

at the end of onP aca-

At this po:i n+ the author indicates that, approximately l=!ighty-

five per cent of the chilrJren had made the transition from i.t.a. to t.o.
Alt.hough averaqe scores arP p't"esented for each of the evaluation instruments, statistical analysis was not attempted by the autho,...

In additien,

since samplP size ar'ld the vari.abili ty of scerPs was not i.ndicated, the
i.t.a. Foundation was not able to perfo-rm +hese analyses.
cal results are

prPsent~d

Gene:ral s+.a+isti-

in view of the fact that the number of students in

the study was larqe and some sense of the magnitude of the diffe,.-eace may he
estimated.
On the WrHing-Spelling Tests the avera<;1e number of words used hy the

i.t.a. group was 26.8 as compared with 17.6 fo,.. the control group. ThP
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average numhe-r of words spelled co,.,..ec+.ly

being 13. 7 TO"' thP i.+.a.
made spet:ial

l"~ference

~roup

rPv~aled

a much smaller di-Ff P.rence,

and 11.6 fo'r' the cont,..ol qroup.

ThP. author

to the fact that there was no '4=ormal attempt to teaeh

spelling to the i.t.a. a:roups.
Usinc:t random sarnples of approxi.mately

on~

hnndred ehildren in each group,

the i.t.a. g?oup received a score of 67.2 on the Botell Reading Inventory
as compared to 28.2 for the conb·ol grouo.

Using the twenty-two-word spelling

test administered to all children, the i.t.a. classes spelled an average of
15.l words correctly as compared to 11.2 for the control qroup.
The author also reports on the results of the i.t.a. group and three
control groups at the end.of grade two.

No data reQarding their comparability

are presented; however, for t.wo grouos each of i.t.a. and t.o. ehildt"en who
took the Gates Advanced Primarv Reading Test, the i.t.a. children scored
hi~her

on both measures of Word Recognition and a Paragraph Meaning than

the control gToups. Testing of significanee was not possihle on the basis
of rfa+a provided; however, comparing Word Recognition scores in one school,
one i.+.a. class achieved a g,..arle level score of four months above its t.o.

control, while in the othel' school the i.t.a. class received a score of one
year above its. i

•'O•

control. Data for Pa-ragraph

Meanin~

for these classes

suggested a five-month superiority for both i.t.a. groups over their

~ontrols.

In still a third school, the Metropolitan lfppei- PrjJParv Reading Test was
administeTed to second-year students.

Again, testing for the

signifi~ance

of diffeTences was not possible f,..om data provided. The i.t.a. group scored
six months above its t.o. control in Wo:rd Recognition.
months in

g~ade

A difference of thl'ee

level was found for the Word Discrimination sub-test and an
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eight-month diffet'ence was found for the Reading

Meanin~

sub-test.

of these measures the i.+.a. qroup scored highe,.. than the t.o.

In each

32

During +he 1963-1964 school year the Educational Research Council
of Greater Cleveland sponsored the largP.st kindergarten i.t.a. Readin9
Project in the United States.

School systems that pa:rUeipated in this

pilot demonstration were Bay Village; Lakewood; Laurel; Messiah Lutheran;
North Olmsted; Orange; Ow- Lady of the Elms Roman Catholic; C.atonna;

Minnesota; and Shaker Heights.

Over five hundred children were tauqht to

l'P.ad using i. t. a.

The kindergarten reading proqram was initiated at different times of
the

yea~

in rlifferent schools.

It was deliberately kept informal.

Plans

called for proceeding only to the extent that the children showed interest
and within the limits imposed by the need to maintain a well
gra~.

balan~ed

On an average, twenty-five minutes each day was spent on

instruction.

Sin~e

pro-

~eading

reading is not nermally taught in kindergarten in

Council Schools, it was determined that evaluation of the i.t.a. program
should he kept la'.t"gely subjective during the fi:rst year.

Kindergarten classes were chosen from schools whose administrators and
teachers had expressAd a special interest in finding out f o~ themselves whether
i.t.a. would provide a qood

beqinnin~

in reading for young children.

Basic reading materials used in the Council Schools included the Downina
Readers published in London, England, by Initial Teaching Publishing Co., Ltd.,
and the

Earl¥-~R!.isi

series published in New York by Initial Teaching Alpha-

bet Publication, Inc.

A g".r.'eat variety of t.eaehinq techniques were used in the i. t. a. classes,
32

Ibirl., pp.11-12.
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These inr,luded the use of experience stories, overhead projectors, individual
and group instruction, and writing activities. The new medium sP.emed to work
equally well with both look-say and phonics approaches.
large

g~oups,

It worked well with

with small groups, with individuals, and in team-teaching sit-

uations.
Children in the council's i.t.a. Reading Project made excellent progress
in learning to read.

TeacheTs reported that they were able to read a great

variety of materials in a very short time.

In fact, many of the kindergar-

ten children learned to read mere quickly and easily than their first
brothers and sisters who were not in the i.t.a. classes.

g~ade

Not only were they

able to recognize any new word they met, but they also read with a great deal
of comprehension.
A

large number of the children had made the transition to traditional

pTint by the end of the

yea~.

Little or no attempt was made to tear.h transi-

tion; it occurred naturally after the children were reading fluently in i.t.a.
It was found that those children who did make the transfer were able to read

t'raditional materials at t.he third and fourth g'r'ade level.
Writing skills

we~e

developed along with the reading skills.

Because

the i.t.a. sound-symbol code is so reliable, the childl"en could write any
word they could pronounce.

The quantity and quality of

the i.t.a. classes astounded the teachers.

c~eative

wi-iting in

Not only did thP. i.t.a. children

use a greater vocahulaTy, but they also used longer sentences.

In addition

they displayed a gTeater tendency to ex{»'ess opinions and f eelin9s in their

writing.
Children who made the transfer to reading traditional

p~int

continuen

to use a number of i.+.• a. forms in their writ:inq, but it was observed that

-42t hey

use~

more and

mo~e

traditional spellings.

No

atte~pt

was made to pre-

sent formal spelling rules.
SeveTal other interesting effects were observed in

th~

Behavior pToblems were at a minimum anrl children exhibited an

i.t.a. classes.

ext~aorrlinary

amount of independence and self-direction. Lanauage patterns beeamP extremely well developed

~ong

i.t.a.

child~en.

A numher of chilnren who entered

school with speech diffieultiPs amazeci therapists with thei?. rapid prog,..ess.
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Commencing in August, 1964 plans were made in Park View School, Illinois
School
first

Dist~iet
yea~

Numher 96, to use i.t.a. as a means of teaching .,..eading to

students.

Th,..~e

hunrlred fifty-three children entering school at the first yea.,..

level were administe.,..ed the Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test during the
first week of Septef'l'\ber, 1964.

Of the onP hundred f ou'.r students who sco-red

between thP. fH+ieth and the eiQhty-seventh pi-ecentile on the test, si.xtysiY children weTe randomly selected to be in the program.

Afte~

alphabetiz-

ing thAse students, the odd numbered students werP in i.+.a. and the even
numheTed students were in t.o.

Teachers of like ability, education and ex-

perience were selected to conduct the two classes. The teacher using the
1.t.a. technique spent the previous summer in Oxford, England, to leaTn
about methods of teaching i.+.a.

Scott-Foresman Basal Readers.

The teacher of the +.o. group userl the

Proper materials and basic textbooks were

secuTed.
Preliminary data from the 1964-1965 program indicated that it warranted
further study at all ability levels and should involve more students. The
program was expanded te f out' classes on one-half dav sessions during the

33rina Thoburn, i.t.a. PrOjAct, Cleveland, Ohio, Educational Research
Council of '1reater Cleveland, 1964, pp.7-10.
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1Q65-1966 school year.

Instead of

were one hundred twenty.

The

thirty-th~ee

evid~nce

students in i.t.a., theTe

from the 1965-1966 study indieatf:.s

that gains were accomplished although not as aignificant as the 1964-1965
sturly.

34

It was suggested that the i.t.a. group be carried on for the next
few years before the final evaluation and recommendations

a~e

made.

The purpose of this next study was to investigate with first-gTade
·UnderpTivileged children the efficancy of (1) the Peabody Lanquane DeyelOPJftent Kit (PI.DK) in stimulating oral language and verbal intelligence,

and (2) the initial teaching alphabet in teaching beginning reading. The
subjec+.s for this study were three hundred sixty-n:i.ne first-grade culturally
disadvantaged ehildren in the Nashviller Tennessee Metropolitan Public

S~hools.

The mean I.Q. for +he group as measured by the Stanford-Binet was R4.9.
The i.t.a. group used the Eqrlv-1.2-B.!is! series. The t.o. materials
we:re not idPntif ied.
gl"oup was used.

A total of th,..ee experimental groups and one control

One experimPntal group used i.t.a. in conjunction with the

Peabody LanguaqP. Development Kit.

PLDK.

Anothe't' Qroup used i.t.a. without. the

A thi~d expefimental group used

th~

PLnK without i.t.a. The control

group used neither i.t.a. nor the PLDK.
Teache"rs in the exper5mental groups WP.re provided with a $mall snpple-

men+ary stipend and were asked to attend
the year.

in-servie~

training sessions during

ThP authors report that in general the"'e seemed to he more oppor-

tunity for support for +he experimental group teachex-s than the control group.
They comment, therefore, that as a result, the influence of the Hawthorne
effect cannot be ruled out. The authors also point out that since there

34David R. Pauley, Appendix L, A Report On The Development Q.f i.t.a.

In

Dist~ict

#2,§, 1966, PP• 1-2.
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we.,.e thl'ef?. experimental a't"oups, one may wish to consider the fact that the
HawthornP variahle acted approximately equally in each. They suggest the-reforP, that compuisons between experimental groups may he made with greater
c:onf idence of freedom from i.nfluence of the B'awthoTne ef feet than c:omparisons between experimental and control groups.

The evaluation instruments werP the Metropolitan School Achievement
Test, the Illinois Test of Psycho-Linguistic Ab:lli ties, The Peabody Pie-

tt1re Vocabulary Test, anrf thP Peabody Languaqe Production Inventory. The
Metropolitan Achievement Test was administered in hoth i.t.a. and the t.o.
Th~

resul t.s cited here deal only with the t. o. versions.

taken in the spring of the academic yeu.
rP.gard to the number of

~hil~~en

l=inal tests were

No indication is available with

who had made the transition from i.t.a. to

t.o.
The experimental group using both i.t.a. and PI.BK and the i.t.a. onlv
~roup

scored significantly higher on the Metropolitan Achievement Test than

t.he other g,..oups.

Groups receiving the PI.nK ei i:her alone o'f' in comb1.nation

with i.t.a. scored significantly

hi~her

than the other two

g'f'OUPS

on the

Illinois Test of Psycho-Linquistic Abilities, the Peabody Picture Vocahulary 'fest, anti the Peabody Language Production Inventory.
This next study consisted of fifty-five

a nd f orty-eiqht in the control 0roup in the

Public School in New York.
of two schools

w~re

On~

~irst

child~en

35

in the i.t.a. qroup

grade in the LaW'l'.'enee

i.t.a. class and one t.o. class in each

used. r.h:lldren were randomly assigned to i.t.a. and

t.o. classes and were founo to be equal in average age ano I.Q. reading
readiness.
35
J.R. Block, The i.t.a. foundation Tepqrt, p.6.
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The i.t.a. group usetf the Earlv-.:tJ-Rllsl se,..ies.
the

~inn

rPanin0 se,.ies, while the othAr userl the

~.

One t.o class usen
l=o"'esman Sixties

_ Edition.

All teachers voluntee,..eo for the study and we,.e matched in terms

o~

length of service, colleae backq,..ound and competence as obse,..ved in the
classroom by thTee administrators.

Refore assignment to either an i.t.a.

o-r +.o. class, all teachers attended a three-day workshop during which about

one-half the time was devoted t.o a
to general

p~oblems

dis~ussion

of i. +.• a. and the othPl' half

associated with teaching reading.

teachers an averaae of once every six weeks to

rli.s~uss

Supe,..visors met with
pT001"ess.

The author

noted that the i.t.a. teache-r,s tenderl to be more hesitant and cautious about
the

In an attempt to minimize the Hawthorne effeet, the t.o. teach-

p..-~-ram.

eTs were permitted to any of the classrooms in the study.
The Metropolitan Readina Test, Primary II was usen as the instrument

for evaluation. The instruments we'.T'e administe'l'"ed in June at the end of
Hrst g,..ade anrl again in

Feh,.11aT~

mid-way

th'.r'ou~h

+he second g.,,.ade.

At

the J'Unf;! administ.ra+ion, 1t was noted that approximately seventy-three

per cent of the i.t.a. class had marle the tTansition to t.o.

Ry February,

all i.t.a. children had completed the transition.
No significant difference was found between the experimental and eontrol

~,..oups

on the Metropolitan Reading Test sub-scores of Word I<nowledgP,

Word Discrimination or Reading either at the end of first grade o,- half way

through the second Qrade. 36
In r.1ea,..field Area Schools, Pennsylvania, four classes, ninety-six
fiT."st

~,..aders

36

without kinderQarten experience, began working with the

Ibid., P• 7.
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Earlv-1g-Read i.t.a. program in

September~

1964.

the beginning, teachers observed performances that were more

Fl"otn

mature than those

o~

previous t.o. groups.

During thP month of January, fifty per cent of the pupils movPd into

'Rook 4 materials with siqnificant differences in reading and WT.'iting ability
evident.
The

tea~hers

attempt with i.t.a.

all indicated that thP.y were well pleased with their first
All expressed the desire to continue and insisted that

+here were many aspects of the program that could not be tested and that
were signifieant to the early growt.h and development of child"'en.
listening, writing, seatw<n'k, and individual creative

Speeeh,

experien~es we~e

very

much a positive part of the program in addition to the reading p'rOQress.
May 1965----Teacher Determined Instructional Lewels
Reader Level

i.t.a.--9; Pupils

3~d

62.l~

2nd
1st

27.37%
10.53%

t. o.--84 Pupils

52.38%
44.05%
3.57%
May 26, 1965--r.alifO'."'nia Reading Test, Lower Primary, Form W
p

PP

37% of i.t.a. pupils scored at 2.0 or above in comprehension
44% of i.t.a. pupils scored at 2.0 or above in vocabulary
36% of t.o. group.

47% of i.t.a. pupil' scored at 2.0 or above in total reading.
3~ of ·t.o. group.3

In this study, sixty-one first-grade children in MukiltAo, Washington
were randomly assigned to either an i.t.a. group (N:::34) or a t.o. control
group (N=26).

Groups were found to be equal in terms of I.Q., lP.tter l"eeog-

37
Herman, Fred D., «Clearfield Area Schools, Pennsylvania",
Bulletin, 3, (Winter, 1Q66), pp.2-3.

i.t.a.
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nition, and a pre-reading measure.

In addition to the t.o. control group,

three existing t.o. classes were used as suh-cont,..ols in an attempt to control for +hp Hawthorne effect.

These latter classes did net know they weTe

part of a study while the first t.o. group did.
The i.t.a. group used the

Early-~Re9d

series along with a number of

specially transliterated materials to supplement. the lirni ted number of hooks
availahle at the time of the study. The eontt'ol group used the Ginn basal
-reaning seT'ies.
The teachers for the i.t.a. and the t.o. group were assigned randomly.
According to records kept by the teache"'."s, i.t.a. groups spent mot"e time in
W"'iting and a-rithmetic while +he t.o. control spent more time directly involved in !'eading.
The evaluati,on fost,..uments r.onsisted of t.he Standard Reading Inventory
and the Stanford

Ar.hievem~nt

Test. This -rPpo,..t deals with an inte:rim repo:rt

which is hased on the results

No data is p,..ovided with
t.h.e

+:ransition

from

arlministe~ed

~egard

in May of

+h~

first aeadPmic year.

to the number of students who failed to make

i.t.a. +o +:.o. a+ the time +he

tf~sts

we:re anl'!'\inisteren.

The i. t. a. grot1p pP.rf ormen at a signif ieantly highPr level than ei the,..
the control Q'.t'oup ar the sub-controls on the Standard Reaning Inventory in
terms of the numher. of

wo,..ns

pronounced eor,..eetly.

ThPV

also achieved siqni•

ficantly highPr n,aximum and mini,mum instructional lf:llvels as dete-rrnined by the
Stanford

Achievemen~

Test.

Howev~r,

on Paragraph Meaning, Vocabulary, Spell-

inq, Word Sturly and ArithmPtic suh-tPs+s, while the expe,..imental group sco.,.ed
signiHr:antly hic:iher than the sub-controls, they did not score significantly

righe"{" than the sub-controls on these measures.
In ,..ec:orrling the amount of Hme pupils spent working independently,
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no s:i.qnifieant. diffe,..(!mces were found between the expel"i"'ental 9"'0Up and

an~ of the controls. 38
The
dnce 1Q6A..

Uni:Ued School District in CalifoTnl.a has been usin0

S+oc~ton

The p:rogTam was inaugurated for fhst and second

~,..aders

i .• t.a.

ann

selected remedlal readers at Hazelton Sehool, which is situated in a low
socio-economic a"r'ea. These disadvantaged chHdren fail, or

expe?'i~mce

diffi-

culty in reading, because they lack hackqrounds of experience which equip
thPm to funct.ion successfully in school and life.

t:radHional 'l'."Pading

~ode

The complexity of the

may he a compounding f ac+or.

Th,..ee first grade classes were taught with :i.• t.a. at Hazelton School.
The Downi.ng Readers were used as supplementary reade?"s.

In each classroom,

the teaching method was based on the developnent of a sight vocabulary hef ore
the teaching of phonies.
anrl m~e

Once a limited sight vocabulary was acquired, more

e"'phas:ls was placed on phonics.

When the

child knows all forty-

four sounds, he is well on his way to independent reading.
Although no first grade g1"oup transferred from i.t.a. to t.o. at +he
end of the first yea,.. (June, 1965), one g,..oup of children was

r~ady.

These

children transferred to t.o. in earlv September without experiencing any

difficulty.

At this time, December 1965, they are in a third grade reade:r..

The other f i,..st. qraders made less progress, but the overall reading

achievement was st:Hl hiqhe,-. than had previously been the case.
in~

chart compared the

:ln May

1Q6~

38

to first

J.R.Rlock,

~Pad~r

~traders

I.bf

placPment of the first

~~aders

usinQ t .o. in May 1964:

i.t.a, foundation report, p.13.

The follow-

usinq i.t.a.

Heade-r PlacPmen+! Hazelton School First rirarlers
t.o. May 191'4

Reader

i.+.a. May

196~

1Q%

2
1st

1A%

31%

p ~
pp'

26%

29%

pp2
ppl

6%

11%

l~

3~

1R%

Second g-rade,..s were also included in the program as most children at
Hazelton School make little reading prog-ress in the first Qrade. Therefore i+ was decided to see how well these sturlents would do with i.+.a. af+eT
spending one year wit.h t.o.

CX:toheT 1964.

All second q-raders tT'ansfP.'r''1"Pd to i.t.a. in

The following cha,-t compa-res the seconn g:raners in May, 1965

using i.t.a. and second 0raders in May 1064 usinq t.o.:
RPader Placement, Hazelton School Second G-raders
Reader

+.o. May 1964

i .• t.a. May lQ6r::;

31
22
21

2~
2~

5~

1A%

8%

11%

p

One

i~por+ant

1'1%

3R%

1st

S9(

note is that these second graders experienced no diff-

ir.ul+y when transferring from +.o. to i.+.a. early in

Octohe~

nor nid they

encounter any problem i.n transf er""ing hack later in the year.

SelectPd remedial students WPre also included in the i.+.a. program.
These child"ren were thirn

an~

f our+h

grade~s.

in Oc+ohe,- and a pos+-+est i.n May. The

ThPy we,..e

~iven

a

p~e-tPst

followin~ ~hart n~pic+s thP

diffei-

P,nce in achievement on pre-and post-tPst.
i. t.a. ReMedial t:?eaders:
~~ade

Place,ment Test Score
4.0-4.4
3.5-3.Q
3.0-3 • .4
2.5-2.9
2.0-2.4.
l.t=,-1.9

Achie,,ement Test Scores

P:'re-Test CX:t. 1964

Post-Test May 1Q65
2::\%

8%

31%
2~

4~

5A%

8%
~
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ThP ave.,.age growth was thi.rteP.n "'onths. The:re was a range of two months
to ove?' twenty-three months.

achiev~mPnt

It should be pointed out that this

:is a small sample (twenty-five students), hut the results indicate that i.t.a.

is successf nl as a tool for remP.dial readers.
One

as~c+

of i.+.a. that must he included in any

of its

nis~ussion

henefits is the marked change in thP atHtnde of the rMldren in the P"'09"'arn.
In particula,.., thP. attitude
~enerallv,

o-f

those who had heen behavior problems

af te~ being in the p.,.ogram.
an~

the :rP.medial students improved significantly.
~easerl

to cause rlisturhance

Their self-conf irlence when approaching

readin~

otheT subjects in the school curt"iculum inc'.t:'easPd "'easurably anrl they

appeared to develop a more wholesome attitude toward their school, their
teachers and their peers.

<>'teTall improvemenf in attitude was also
39
in the first and second grade children.
An

not~d

In the next study Mr. Tanvzer used six hunrlred forty-three first-aT"ad@
students in th..-ee different LonC" Island r:onmuni+ies.
sidered app:roximatelv equal in

te~s

of the

COOlMunities we,..e con-

intelli~enee

levels of the fi:rst-

orade popnlation, mean family income, the ent,.-ance ai:-e to gr-acle one, and the
averaqe reading achievement
,..~adinci

le~P.l

at the end of grade one.

Pre-tPsts of

x-ear1iness o-F the chilrl,..Pn indir:ated that those in the community usinCJ

the Lippincott sei:-ies in t.o.

scor~d

consistently

hi~her

than

~Hhe,..

the

i.t.a. a'roup err +hp, other +.o. control group.
The i.t.a. qroup used the Earlv-,12-.!lii51 series. The t.o. control
group used the Scott, Foresman series and the thiTd
callv-oriented approach published

h~,

~roup

used a phoneH-

Lippincott.

Teachers volunteered to participate in the study within their own r.omf'l'un-

-r=,1-

ities

PXCPp+

in the

~ase

of thP community usi.ng thP phonically-ori.entPd

+.o. SP,.iP-s where all first-g-rade classrooms were used.

Ear:h tPaehe:r a+tend-

en a th'ree-day woTkshop emphasizing the readi.ng techniquP thPy we.,..e to rse.
ThPy were ohserved th,..oughout the study to

u,..es were

ence.

bein~

followed.

i~nsuT"e

that

evpe~in"IPntal

Each teacher also kept a log of

teachin~

p,.oeP.d-

expe:ri-

In genPral, these logs indicated the experience was quite canparahle

with thP

e~eeption

of tre phonically-oriented approach in which the teache,.s

spent somewhat less time in

teachin~

readin0 than those teaching the othP.r

two Qroups. Teachers in the th-ree 9.,.oups were not completely comparahle.
The authors Teport that the teachers in thP i.+.a.
with less

t~achin~

~oup

+.ended to he younqPr.

experience than eithel" of the two +.o. r.ontrol groups.

ThP Stanford Achievement Test was the basic evaluation insti-ument used.
In addition, random sub-samples of children took the Cfates Ward Prommeia-

+1.on Test, the Ka:rlsen Phonef"ic Worrl Test, the Phonetically
Oral Reading Test and thP Gilr"orq Oral

J:?ead:i.n~

Test.

Re~ular

Wo't'ds

Fi.nal tests of the study

were taken afte,.. one hundred forty days of instruction.

At this point, approx-

i.l'Tlately sixty per cent of the i.t.a. group had made the transition to t.o.
Generally, the i.t.a. and the phonetically-oriented t.o. groups scored

signifieant.ly

hi~hPI"

fo rPading

Foresman eclectic approach.

achi~vement:

measures than did the Scot+,

The phonPtically-o,..iented approach in +.o.

p't"orluced sign:l. ficantly higher sco:reson both the Vor.abulaTy and Spell in£'

sub-tests than Pither the i.+.a. rrroup

O!'

the other t.o. control

~rr.oup.

'Roth the i.t.a. and the phonetically-oT"iPnted +.• o. approach p:roduced siQni-

ficantly hiqher scores on the word pronouneiation tests.

No significant

diffeTence was indicated in Readlng Rate as measured hy the Gilmore Oral
Reading Scale, but the i.+.a. group scorPd significantly higher than the

othe"'

~,..oups

on

th~

Ar.cu,..ar.y sub-test of +he scale.

Aceo,..nin!) to Tanyze,.., a r.omparison of written compositions pi:-odut:ed
th~

th,..ee gl"oups

indicat~d

hv

+hat i.+.a. children tended to WT"He earlier in

the school yea-r and mo:rP frequently and easily than child,..en in eHhe,.. of
40

the +.o.

pr~l"ams.

nr. Edward 'Fry: di ,..ector of +.he reading cente,.. at Rutqers lJn:iversi ty

in New J e,..sey has wr:ltt.en a pape,..

1.b.f Di.acTi tic al

PreHminarv Comparison with +hf i, t,a.

MaTkino System

.£!lSi .s

In the Diacl"i tical Marking System

a bar is d,..awn ovel" a vowel, for instance to indicate that the vowel is

lon~.

o,.. a diagonal line slashes out the final e to indicate that i +. is mute.
The rules ,..epr-esent a r.ompromise between a system accu,..ate enough to sat.isfy

a phonetician and what :is practical to teach a first !)T'ade child.
In America a number- of eirper:imen+s on the f:irst stages of 1"eadinq

condncted

rhJ'?").n~

thP school year

1964-106~.

weN~

One o-F thPse studi.es was design-

ed to compare the t:radi tional system! i. t. a. and the Diacritical Marki.ng

System.

Seven first

grad~

classes in New JeTsey chosPn at ,..andom were

tau~ht

to read by the Djae,.-itical Ma-rking System, seven hy the t:radHional method,
and

s~ren

by i.t.a.

f;e-rtain dif-Fe,..ences i.n conditions were apparently un-

The average I. Q. of the tTadi +.ional el asses was higher.

avoidable.

ThP

chjldren in thP i.t.a. classes had specially written and printPd primers,
with

moN~

of a phonic and

lan~uagP.

Allyn and 'Racon pril'T'e"'.'s nsed
Th~

hy

the

e,,.pe,..ience approach than the stannard
l"Pst.•

niac,..i+ical MarkinCf System children had thei,.. s+anc:iard prime'T"s

sper.ially ma,.ked ann dnpHcaterl

h~

phote-offset.

Afte.,.. a -Few months +he class,:.s wel"e
40

~iwm

t:he same +est--the parag-raph

J.R. B1•ck 1 .!J:l!! i,t,a, founrlation repor+, p,lR,

meani.n~

snh-tPst of +h" Stanford Ach:i e'rement Test, Form W9 Prlmary I 'Ratte-ry.

WhPn the

ave~agP

scorP. f O'!'" ear.h

~:r.oup

was workPd out and

pa"'."ed, t.hP. :r.esol+ was no siqnHicant dHfe"ence.
ly highP:r I.Q. a·v·erage--the traditional
hi 9her

~roup avP:ra~es

com-

ThP qroup w:lth the sli.ght-

o-rth~raphy

g-roup--had a slightly

readfog score.

These +.o. r.hilrlrPn also harl the appa,..Pnt advantagP of +akin0 a tPst
+liat was writttm tradi ti.onally; many of the. children in thP other two c:.rro11ps

had not. yet fol'mally transferred to traditional O'r'thog:raphy.

However, the

f o:rmal t,..ans.fer is thought to bP something of a sham p!'oble.m as mos+ of the

child:ren we.re

al'r~ady

"'ead:i ng simple t!'arli tional hoolrs for'

trarlitional spelling test was also

giv~m

~ee"l'."eati on.

A

and in this the ; .+.a. children

din less well than thP res+.
So far i:t. would appear that the achievements of di ffe"'ent classes VaT"y

much more widely than do thP. achievements of rliffe,.ent method

g~oups.

Child-

ren can he successfnlly taught to read the tradi t.ional method, by the DiaeTitical Marking System
ly superior or i.nfe-rior.

toT's are

teache~

OT hy

i.t.a. and none of thesP

m~thods

i.s significant-

Evi.dence suggests that thP rPally sianif:icant: fac-

ahility and the chi.ldren's I.Q.

'Ry teacheT" ability is meant

not just thP ahiUty to teach but also the ability to get children to work
on their own.

That these factors arP. si.gnificant. is not put forwa-rd as a

:remarkable discovery but Ta+her because some adheT"Pnts to some

readin~

nieth-

ods make loose claims that their pa-r+icula"r' method is so superior that i t
41
can transcend differences in I.Q. o:r teaching ahility.

From the available evidence we may draw at. least one f ai:rly safe and
su:rprising assumption:

4

<\>T.

experimentation with moderate diacritical marking,

Edwa~d Fry, 'tthe Diacritical Marking System and A Pl'eli.minary

Comparison With The i.t.a.~' Times Educati9nal Supplement, 2629,(0ctoher 8, 1965),
p.690.
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consistently spelled word group, or an al+.ered alphahet has never
to any
er-.

:r~por+,

p,..oved harmful to th.P

be~inning

accordin~

:reader or +hP remedial -read-

Even the peri.od of transition from the snbsUtute to the trad:ttional

s~1s+em

appears to have produced no adverse ef fee ts.

Helen M.

~ohinson

and Samuel Wejntrauh of the University of r.hicago

ar-e conducting a study to determine the effecHveness o-F i.+.a. as a medium
of

~eariin~

instruction. The following hypotheses are to he tested:

l.

Reading instruction udng i .• t.a. in t.hp, first g1"ade will result
in si cmifieantly hi.gher achievement than will the same p,..ogram in
t.rad:ltional orthography with pupils of average socio-economic
levels.

2.

Read;"ng instrnc+ion using i. t.a. in the first orade will result:
in significantly hiahe,.. achieve~ent than will the same program in
t.:radi tional o:rthog:raphy with pupils of low socio-economic levels.

3.

No sioni f i can+. advantaae from usina ei theT.' medium wUl bP. found
with the pupils of hiqh socio-eeonamic l~rels.

of pupils who are not 1'."P.ady for readin~ will make significan+ly grP.at1?1'." p:t"ogress when taught with i.t.a. than when taught
wi+h +hp traditional oi-+hography.
~1'."oups

Pupils taught with i.t.a. will show thP. following anvantages:
a. a moTe favorable attitudP. toward 1'."eading;
h. a g:reater volume of personal reading;
c. qreater r.ompetenee in creative writing.
As they progress th1'."0U~h grades two and three, pupils who are
taught with i.t.a. will continue to bP. sl.gnificantly better reade't's +han those taught by conventional orth00~aphy.
7.
A

the st:urly.

No advantages will 't'esult from the use of i.+.a. in spelling aehievement in the p~imary grades.
total of +wentv-one classrooms in ten schools art.)

participatin~

OnP class each of r.on+rol and expe·dmental snbjeets will be

located in two schools in an upper middle class
age, anrl two in a lower socio-economic group.
subruban school systPm; one school is

locat~d

nei~hborhood,

two in aver-

None of the schools aTe in a
in an inner

~ity

slum arPa in

in

-.5'1~

r-hicaqo•

ThP. latte"'

has a ninPt:' per cent Neq,..o enrollmE=mt. ThP

h11ildin~

o+her schools and classroOl"s ".'ange -F,.orn all raucasian to all NeCJ"'O enroll-

ments.

OnP build;_ng d""aws an

integrated population ineluding Ne0ro, r'.'.ancas-

ian, and Ori.ental children.
Th~

t.

~rade

new Scott, l=oresman Muiti-Ethnic Series for +hP first

has heP.n

ranslitf::.,..at:ed into i.t.a. TM.s sPries, new to all +eaehers, will be used
in hoth t.o. and i.t.a. groups.
The s+udv has heen planned to proceed in

seve~al

phases. The first

phase of the studv is the conventional exper-imental-control tyoe, hut wit.h
two expPrimen+al gi:-oups.
are im1olved.

Approximately four hundred and fifty ehildren

The cont.rol qroups and the first Pxpe,..iriental

follow the procedures, methods, ann matP,..:ials nsPd wi+h
man Multi-Ethnic Readers. The second

e~perimental

Foi:-esman Multi.-Ethnic Readers printed i_n
adaptations as needed to fac:11itate the

will

nPw Scott: Fores-

group w:i.11 use the Scott,

i.+.a.~ hut
USP.

+hp

!)TOUD

teachers wHl

mak~

of the i.t.a. medium to the

fullest extent.
Included in the second experimental gT'onp :l.s one classroom. of chilnT"en
who would orrlinarilv be repeatina kindergarten. The teacher will be using
the i.t.a. materials with these pupils to note particularly the effect on
the medium on the lea,..ning ahiHty of slower and of immatul'e children.
Two othe,..

~lassrooms

in the second experimental qroup will follow the i.t.a.

pTOO""am, but ''ari.ous chilaren will make the transfe,.- at rUffe.,..ent times.

Flnency a+ the upper levels of .fi,..st- and ser,ond-grade reading ahiHty will
not be :r.elierl upon as the C"'.'iterion measure for attempting +he transfel" to
t.o.; ,..ather,
P,..~~e~

som~

shildren will he ehangerl to t.o. at the enn

level, others w.tll be

transf~rred

o~

thP p,..e-

at the pTime,.. level, and others a+
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the f i:rst-readel" level.
All pupils will he

SPptef!'lbe-r.

~bten

thP. Metropolitp.n Readiness Test sometime in

Near t.he end of o,..arlP one, the H.nelwan W,a::si Disc,..imination IJ:.ll

anci either the Metropolitan Achieyemeo+ Test 1 'F;imai-v Battery I Or
thP Stanford MhieyemPn:t

IJ:.ll, Pr1marv l Or

n,

yea'.r' of t.he study.

phas~

OT'

will he givPn to all pupils,

In anrUtion, about fifty snh,-:'er:ts -from each 0roup wHl bP Qiven

The seconti

.lit

th~

Gray Oral

of +he evper:tment wUl take place duT"ing the second

At the beginnfog of the second y~ar, those tea~hers who

sP.-rVP.d in the f;l"st evpe,-imental 0ro11p will he transfe,..rPrl to

control

th~

a-r-oup; r.ontrol teachers wHl then beco"'e expe"'irnental tear.hers.

Procedures

will :remain the same or r-P modified sH0htly as

expe:riences

dur:i.ng the first

yea,..~

sug~_:u:~s+ed

by

th~

Teachers in the second experimental group will con+.inue

to imp:rove thei.r p,..ocednres in any way that appears to producP. more effer.Hve
-results.

For the third phase of the study all pupils who T"emain in the schools
wUl be tested at the end of

of t:hP Metr9p9Ht9ti

O'.T.'

~rades

StanfQ:rd

made of any problems of

spellin~

two and th,..ee nsing appropl'iate foi--ms

Achiey~ment

Tests.

Sper.ial stt1dy wHl be

after transfer f:romi.+.a. to t.o.

In summary, the proposed study of the i.t.a. medium "'aY make a number

of unique contrl.bntions:
1.

TesHng the medium i.tself will enable us to make a e,..itfoal evaluat:i on of thP. sb."Elngt:hs and weaknesses of i. t. a.

2.

The use of case studies will aid :in indentification o-F specific
p-roblems children mav have with t.-t.a. as well as the relative
mP.Tit of the i.t.a. medium for inrnaturP anif bri!)ht children.

3. The technique of havfog children transfer to t.o. ai: various
stages in the~r :raadfog dPv~lOPf"Fmt will aid fo pinpoi.nting the
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hest ti.me for th*' tT"ansf P.r to he made.

4.

ThP use of each teacher as he-r own control, combi.ned with obse"T"VaUons of the +.eaehing situation, will permit a more riqorous con+,..ol
over t.he variables of the teacher-.

5.

The use of several evaluaU+ve e,..i teJ-ia in adcii ti on to the standardized achievement test wUl
inf o-rmation conce,..ning a va:d.ety
of aspects of learnin~ to ,..ead.

prov1iP

The report of +Ms study did not eonta:f n any ,..esul ts or conclusions
because the p'T'oject has not bef:'n completed.

anti i.s not in

thp

second yea-r.

It is to he a th".'ee year

stHd~,

No <iata o,.. conclusions will hP. releasPd

until the project is completed.
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CHAPfER 5

SUPRMRV
Limitations
In the p:resent forrn the Initail Teaching Alphabet is subject to some
significant limitations.

In the first place the Initial Teaching Alphabet

i.s not a st:t'ictly phonetic alphabet with a one-to-one relationship between

i.t.a. characters and the speech sounds of En0lish.
could prove to be a

~reat

Conceivably this

~act

handicap f o:r certain individuals since thesP

chilci,..en canno+ depend upon each worn +o he spelled phonPtfoallv as thP:'
could with a phone.He alphabet.

Fn:rthe.,.., i.t.a. is not the ultimate in

simplifi.cation; it does not reduce the number of p,..int syr11bols to the mfoimt1m req11i:red on a forty-one-sound analys:ls of English.

to

p,..ow~

This fact is 1 i kely

to he ex+,..PmPly confnsing to ave:r'.'age and helow-averaae Teader s.

Also,. the fact that the Initial TPaching Alphahet is not always r.onsistent
when put to use, the confiden<":e of the child is lessened and :i.t loses value
as a medium for t.eaching thesP chi.ldren to

rf~ad.

Thf:> lack of complete sim-

pli fication seems not +.o aff Pct in thP. same de']'."'ee the ahove-ave,..agP as they

seem

l'Tlore

ahle to cope with confusion.

l1oweve,.., these r:h:Unren may he ex-

pected to learn to read and to read well throu9h ttse of any of otrr p-resent

systems.
l=inally, perhaps the most. SPr:lons l:i.mi.tation is the fact that the:r-e

mns+ e·ventaully 1'e thP. transfer f:.rom i.t.a. to +.o.

Many of the present

sturl:i PS ind:i.cate that this does no harm to the r:hilci"'.'en 's ability t.o rearl
-58-

-~q..

a+ a la+e.,.. t:imP,•

at this

other st 11 rf:les

in~icate

a :regression i.n -readina pe.,..f orrnan~e

which indicates thP need to improve this process of transf

ti~e

e,...

Some educational psychologi.sts hold the vi ewpoi n+ that one shonld

never tear.h that whicli later must

re

"unlPa't'.'nPrl".

The

p:ra«"'.ti~e

ing transfe,.. at. a lat?r pe:r:iod from i.t.a. to t.o. is in

an acceptPd principle of leaTning.

The

ahov~aVPrage

rlif.ffoul+y :l n transf P.,..,..i,n0 ann usuallv transfer early.
casP. of the

a,,~,..age

of expect-

~onfliet

with

readers havP l:Htle
Howeve:r, in the

anrl helow-average rPaders +he s5 tna+ion is much different.

These chHd-ren a't'.'e likely to expe:rience areat diff icul tv anrl r.on·fosi on in

makinq the transition.

Manv of them still

second year-

These hoys ann airls

o~

sr.hool.

elin~

to i.t.a. late into their

ha''~ s~rious

problems in learn-

in0 t,o read th,..ouah +he use of a s:t n01P alphabPt wi thont ftirthe.,..ing the eon-

fns5 on hy thP addition o.f a second one.
Predictions
ThP. Initial Teaching

is .:thL"f:oture

Alphab~t

is mt1ch likP any of thP. other educational

innovations; it is met with great acceptance hy some, strong rPjec+ion by
others, and p:T'obablv with cantious optimism hy most.
pe~son,

In the opi,nion of this

i.t.a. will not "'eplace thP. w:tdelv aecepted pTesent basal rearling
ThP. main rPason for this Point of v1.ew is the fact that "'ajo,..

progi:-ams.

conr.ern must Pe with the averagP and below-average reade:s.

The ahove-

averagP. readers have shown ahili ty to learn to read when taught w:l th any
rnethon.

HowPveT, the ave,..age and helow-ave:ra0e PXpe"'ienc:e difficulty with

thP p,..esent

sy~tems

read adPquately.

of

teachin~

rPadinq anc-1 many of them do not learn to

Unfortunately, i.t.a. does not seem to bP the answer to

this p-r,oblem.
Some resistance is the outarowth of genuine educational conceTn.

There is the fear that exposure of chilren to a temporary alphabet, no

-60-

"latte:r- how carefully desicmed and skillfully taDght may jeopardize thei.r

future

'N~adin~

ahilH:y; anri since reading ahilHy i.s so basic to thP, success

of thP. ent:t.:rP educational pT.'oc:ess, the

eff~ct

is to ul ti.mately nnrlermine

the educational future of children.

Perhaps of lesser impO'T"tance hut nevPrthelPss a t:r.uth, the,.-e could he
T'P.dstance to accept 5.• +.a. in many school systPms for financi.al rPasons.
These school

sysb~ms

havP invested large sums of money in +r.ad:i tional texts

and basal SPT':les desi9ned to tPach

het~.dnning

o:r -remedial reading.

Fo:r them.

a sh:if+ to enthely new ma+e,..ials featndng a new alphabet would impose a
financi.al bu'.1'.'den whi ~h many school systems would assume ?l!)luc+:antly.

It seems reasonable to assume that i.t.a. will never 'be un'ive-rsally
used.

Many mi.nds arP

alrParfy

~losed

to the issue.

Some tPachers a.,.e con-

vi.nced that thP Initial Teaching Alphabet is the solution for whl.ch thPy
haw~

been waiting.

Ot1'eTs art::\ equallv convinced that H dOf;;\S not. work.

It r.an work wi.th some, hot def:lnitPlV not with eve,..yone.

Thp

Hmitations

would need to be taken into accru nt before theTe eould he any great deal
of accep+.ance.

ThP~e

is rnttch that $till needs to be learned ahout i. t.a.

At +.his ooint it is still esperimental and many erlucators arP waiting for
thP.

r~snlts.
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APPENDIX

·l

l.o: letten

("traditional" column)

("aucmented" column)

-------------.....+--------------··
:'_>.

CHARACTER

NAME

~O.

CHARACTER

ae
c

.d
ff

f
g

h
J

k
I

·, ().
0.

'1.-

•2

bee
kee
dee
ee
ef
gae
hae

·~

25.
26.

,\

27
28.
2Q

30
3 I.
32.

3ae
kae
d
ern

m
n

en

~

Of

p

pee

..
Q

•c

r

rae

I

ess

t

ttt

u

ut

ue

ue

w

oot·

v
w

vee
wae

<a>

00

<JU

0"'1'

3

0

0'
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